Finding the UV-Visible Path Forward:
A Community Workshop to Plan
The Future of UV/Visible Space Astrophysics

Wireless: Guest-CNE

Agenda:
http://asd.gsfc.nasa.gov/conferences/uvvis/agenda.html
Finding the UV-Visible Path Forward:
A Community Workshop to Plan
The Future of UV/Visible Space Astrophysics

Building Orientation
Restrooms
Coffee and Lunch
Note-taking
Remote Participants are Important

Local – use mic
Remote – mute unless talking
AGENDA

Thursday, June 25

8:30 - 8:40 - Announcements, Introduction - Susan Neff (local info), Paul Scowen (Chair)
8:40 - 9:20 - Setting the Political Stage - Mario Perez, NASA HQ (30 min + 10 min questions)
9:20 - 9:50 - High Definition Space Telescope (AURA Study) - Jason Tumlinson
9:50 - 10:20 - ATLAST Study - Mark Clampin

10:20 - 10:40 - Coffee

10:40 - 11:20 - Subcommittee Introductions and Goals (10 minutes each)
   Science - Todd Tripp
   Technology - Matt Beasley
   Missions - David Ardila
   Flagship - Paul Scowen

11:20-12:30 - Subcommittee Breakouts
   Connection details at  http://asd.gsfc.nasa.gov/conferences/uvvis/remote.html

12:30 - 1:30 Lunch
1:30 - 4:30 - Subcommittee Breakouts continued
3:00 Coffee available (outside W150)
4:30 - 5:00 - Report from ExoPAG12 Meeting - Scott Gaudi
5:00 - 5:30 - COPAG response to Hertz charge...and...
   Exploring the synergies of a Joint ExoPlanet/UVOIR Mission - Mary Beth Kaiser
5:30: Optional tour of GSFC technologies / capabilities relevant to future large-aperture telescopes.

7:00 - Group Dinners, arranged by Subcommittee
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